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It is shown that the points of a projective plane may be two-&ore 
discrepancy at most Knf, K an absolute constant. A variant of the p 
hat evee line has 
method is used. 
Connections to the Komlos Conjecture are discussed. 
Let 9 be a family of subsets of SE. A two-coloring 
x: Q-, (-1, +l}. For any A c 52 we define 
is a map 
x(4= c x(4 
aeA 
so that x(A) is a measure of the imbalance of the two-colori 
(We employ this definition even when x takes on other val 
zero.) We define the discrepancy of the fa 
set A. 
icular ,
and 
disc(9, x) = max Ix(A)1 
AtSS 
dysc( 9) = min disc( 9, x) 
x 
where this minimum is taken over all two-colorings x : &2+ { - 1, d-1). 
Let Q={l,..., n2 + n + 1) and L1, . . . , L,,2+nal c 
lines respectively of a projective plane of 0 
W 1, l l ’ 9 L&l+1 }* Our main result is the following. 
a nf s disc(S$) s knf. 
ere k is an absolute constant. 
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co . Let vl,. . 
Es E{--l, +1} such that 
lIwJl+ l a l + EsVJ s K 
,vseRm with all i Vi I s 1. Then there exist 
1(x1, . . . , x,)1 = (xf + l l l + x;)i is the usual u&dean norm while 
1, - l l 9 X,)11= malGiS* I~il is the L”, or max, norm. K is to be an absolute 
constant while both s a itive integers of arbitrary size. 
Given a family 9 of we define, for x E QY the degree 
deg(x) = I{A E 3% EA}I 
and 
deg(9) = max deg(x) 
XEO * 
is is the usual notion of the degr.ze of a hypergraph. 
te CO * If deg( !P) = t Then disc( 9) s Ktk 
Observe how the Discrete Koml6s Conjec; A *l.re follows from the full1 form. Let 
s= {Al, .m.,Am}, S={l,*.., s} and define the m x s incidence matrix 
A = [aij] by aij = 1 if j EAT, otherwise au = 0. Let Vj, 1 ~j SS, denote the jth 
column vector of A. Then, with deg(5) = t, 
lVjl= deg(j)i s td 
omlos conjecture, using the obvious normalization, gives els . . . , es with 
jlCr?Jl+ ’ l l t EsVsll e Ktf 
efining x by x(j) = Cj, disc(9, x) = I]E~v~ +. - l + E,v~I( so 
disc(S) s disc( 9, x) s Kti. 
n their seminal paper 111, J. Beck and T. Fiala proved that with deg(9) = t, 
disc( 9) G 2t - 1. It is not even knotin if 2t - ‘I may be replaced by o(t), much less 
t*+ot’l or the full conjecture O(ti). In our work [2] we showed that under the 
assumptions of the njecture and with s s m that there exist 
cS E (-1, 0, +l} with + E,v,]) =S K and with less than a 
sitive proportion cs, c < 1 an absolute constant, of the Ej equal to zero. (The 
hen s > m there is a reduction 
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necessarily O(&). Subsets of t 
to overcome these 
as an applicat 
the following basic probability 
X,+=** + Xm denote the sum m mutually independent identically distribute 
variables with Pr[XI, = +I] = Pr = -11 = 4. Then, for all A > 0 
Pr[jS, 1 >Amf]<2eBAn (1) 
Let x be a random two-coloring of the projective lane, each x(i) 
distribution Xi above. For any line L, x(L) has distribution Sn+l (since 
IL1 = n + 1) so that 
Pr[ Ix(L)1 > il(n + l)j ] C 2emazn 
get A= [2 ln(2n2 + 2n + 2)]4 so that 2eyAia = d /(rz” + 92 -I- 1). 
that any of the n2 + 12 -t 1 lines L have J%(L)1 > A(@ + l)i is less thar, (n2 + n + 
I)/@” + n + 1) = 1 so with positive probability dkc(9, x) s h(n + 1);. 
there is a specific x with that property SO 
disc($) G A(n + l)f -2&n n)i 
Viewed in this context, our contribution is the removal of the (ln n)i factor. 
From a probabilistic vantage, ni represents a standard eviation and we wish to 
color the Projective Plane so that ali lines are within a fixed number of standard 
deviations of the zero mean. 
e lower 
Let A = [aq] denote the i cidence matrix of the at is, aij = 1 
if j E Lip otherwise Qij = 0. Then 
AAT=ATA=nI+J 
To a coloring x we associate a vector v = (x(1), . . . , X(F? + n + 1)) E 
Then 
Av’ = (x(L,), l . 0 9 xU&+n+~))= 
and we calculate 
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since vvT = [VI* = n* + n + 1 and V&J= = n[E2’=‘i(“’ x(i)]* 3 0. For some i
As x was arbitrary 
Let S, ISI = r, MI, . . . , Ad, c S be given with m 2 P and all IMiI G s. 
9 of two-colorings x : S+ { -1, +l} such that 
2Ks~[ln@nlr)]t for all 1 G i G m, x1, x2 f 9 
(ii) ISI > 2’(‘-c)-1. 
Here K, c are positive absolute constants. 
When m = n = s this result was given in p], here we use the methods of 
Lemma 6 of that work. Define a map T with domain the set of two-colorings x 
and range Zm by 
Tti)=(bl,*--,brn) 
where 
bj = nearest integer to x(Mj)/2/X9i 
and we set 
#I = K[ln(2mlr)]i 
for convenience. Define B e Zm by 
= w l,**-, bm): I{i : lbcl 3 u}I 
s 2e+2(2u-1)2~m2u+1 for all integral u 2 1). 
e shall show 
(a) IT-‘(B)1 3 2’-’ 
=lOandy=l 
S as described 
rallual, Ididm, 
duction. The coloring 
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is at most Czzl l/2”+’ = 
was chosen uniformly fro 
Claim (b) is elementa 
where we set yu = 2tT~2@‘-1)2’?T‘+1 = 2”+2(r~2tu)~~~‘~2~ for convenience. 
factors represent the number of choices for .(i: bi = Jt 
choices for the signs of the bi = ztu respectively.) We bound 
ym m zc ). e 2-(Y) i=G 2 
where H is the Entropy Function 
He) = --x log2 x - (1 - x)log,2( 1 - x) 
so that 
1B1~2” 
where 
c =; !l EWYU) + Yul. = 
We set K = 10. As m 3 r, y1 s 2-47 and yu+l s 2-399yu for LC zz 1 (i.e. the u = 1 
term dominates) so that “easily” 
[H(Yu) -t= Yul s W(Yl) + Yll s 22[-Yl log2 Yl] 
(as H(x) + x G 2(-x log2 x) for x s 2 ‘ith K = 10, y1 = 2-“7(r/m)50 so 
c s 22(m/r)2-47(rlm)50[47 + 50 log2(mlr)] 
= 2-““~-~~[47 + 50 log2 y], 
where y = m/r a 1. Using elementary calculuc 
with rtiom to spare. 
By the Pigeonhole ere is a (b,, . . . ) b& 
IT”‘(b,, . . . p 
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0 
LetQ={l,..., n* + n + 1) be the vertices of the 
(S( = a IQ1 be an arbitrary subset. Set 
v,=l-cwif ieSandvi=-a!if i$S. Then 
JAVTj2 = vA*Av* 
= v(nl + J)v* 
= nvv* -k v&J* 
= nvv* = n(n* + n + l)a(l - a) 
(U was defined so that v l I = 0 md hence vJ = 0). That is, 
n2+n+l n2+n+l 
2 [Is n ziil - tt IzJ* = C [(i - a) 1s n Lil - CY Is* n LJ* 
i=l i=l 
= n(n* + n + l)cu(l - ar). (2) 
Roughly, this implies that S meets almost all lines L in approximately a IL) 
points. (This property is not available in a general setting. Thus, if 9 were a 
family of subsets of 52 and S c SE with IS) = a)Q), it might even be that S splits $ 
so that either S n L = 0 or L c S for all L E 9.) From (2) x-e easily deduce 
[{i: (S n Li( 3 2a! lLil}l G n(n* + n + l)lu(l - ar)/@t?(n + l)*) (3) 
=W#/ru 
for all cy. 
e co 
The Projective Plane will be colored in stages. At each stage a positive 
proportion of the remaining points will be colored. The first stage, while covered 
with our general result below, can be done by the techniques of our earlier work 
[a]. There is a coloring of a positive proportion of the Projective Plane so that all 
lines have discrepancy at most Kpti. With the result below the discrepancy 
decreases as a function of the number of points remaining to be colored and this 
is critical to the convergence of the entire process. The restriction Q! > n-OS4 below 
is somewhat technical-the case when QY is even smaller will be easily disposed of. 
9 be the set of points and the set of lines respectively of the 
I, n-o*4 < a! s Z. Then there 
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Here k, K are absohite constants, k C 1. 
call a hne L E s smal! if IL n $1 f 2&(n + I), otherwise large. Prom 
eeorem 1 with n2 + n + 1, &r2 + n + l), 2a(n + 1) as the values of m, r, s 
respectively there is a family 9 of colorings x : S-, { - 1, +l} such that 
\GJ\ >, 2lslo-c)-l 
and so that for all x1, x2 E 9 and all =SnLwhere Lisasm 
(x1(M) - x&4)( s 2M(2ar(n + l))Qln(2lcu)$. 
Let&,..., MU denote those Mi = S n Li with Li Earge. In Section 3 we bounde 
u c n/a. There are at most n + 1 possible values for X(Mi) for each particular i 
and hence at most (n + 1)” s (n + l)“‘a possible values for the ez-tuple with ith 
coordinate X(Mi). By the Pigeonhole Principle there exists Z!* = 9 such that 
IS*\ 2 (n + 1)-n/a \GJls 21Sl(l-=i-r(n f 1)--n’= 
and SO that xr(Mi) = Xz(Mi) for 1 d i s u and all ~1, ~2 E 9*. 
With aan -0.4, qpa + ,ya = pl) so for n sufficiently large 
IGJ*I 3 pIw-c’) 
where c’ < c is a positive absolute constant. 
ket x1, x2 E 9* and set x = (xl -x2)/2, this being a key concept in our earlier 
work. Then 
Ix@ fl S)l = IxdL n S) - x2@ n w2 
{ 
=S K(2a(n + l))t[ln(2icu)Ji f 6 is small 
=Oif Lisbig. 
We use, as in our previous work.. a resub of Kleitman on the diameter of 
subsets of the Hamming Cube, Kleitman showed that if a ,zubset of the v-cube has 
at least as many points as the ball of radius s, with s G w/2, then the subset has 
diameter at least 2~. LOT& p < 12 be such that I- c’ = M(p). Then li!l*l 2 at kast 
the number of points in a ball of the (SI-cube of radius p ISI so dian@*) 3 2~9 IS[. 
Select x1, x2 E Z!* at maximal di.stance. With x = (xl - x2)/2 
C(L’:x(i) = O}l = &Sl - diam@*) 6 (1 - 2~) ISI, 
yielding Theorem 2 with k = f. - 
Now !et us assume a C n-o.4. ere we will not need the f&B wer of 8u.f 
previous results. We call a line L large if IS n LI > noe9, otherwise small. Equality 
(2) gives that there are less than 2n’.2ar large lines. I& d denote the set of a!! x 
such that Ix(S n L)[ s nttM for all s all lines L. With 31 rando 
Pr[lx(s n z+)( >~zO.~] < cnomi2 = &I-~), 
~0 pp[x $ $22) = o(l) and thus, for n su ciently large, 191 Z Zsier. -We s 
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at most (n + l)2n’*2a 
over the large lines. 
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classes according to the values of x(S n L) where L 
We find 9” on which these values are constant with 
ranges 
Since &.*a = 2da*l, IL%*1 > 2°*99isl for n sufficiently large. y Kleitman’s theorem 
there exist x1, x2 E .!?I* which differ on a positive proportion of the coordinates. 
set x = (xl - x2)/2. This is a coloring of a ositive proportion of the points so 
11 lines have discrepancy at most no-‘? 
now prove our main theorem. Set & = s2, the points of the Projective 
Plane of order n. Apply Theorem 2 repeatedly to give a secprence & 3 S1 => & 2 
l l . with ISi1 = ai IsZl and colorings xi of Si - Si+l. Let u be such that ar, ~PZ-‘*~> 
CU~+~. Par OGiGu, aiN c k’ and for all lines L 
Ixj(L)I < K(2t&n)~[h(2/Lu,)]~ 
:(2ki)Qln(2k-‘)li 
so that 
$ Ixi(L)I c Kd i (2ki)i[ln(2k-‘)]f = K’d 
i=O 
where 
K’ = (2ki)i[ln(2k-i)]i 
i=O 
is an absolute constant. (Very roughly, when a proportion k’ of the points remains 
the lines have kin points so they can be colored with discrepancy K(.kin)% This 
decreases at eat iteration and forms a convergent series.) When fewer than 
neoe4 IsZl points remain we may color a positive proportion uf these points so that 
all lines have discrepancy at most no*‘? We iterate this process until all points 
have been colored-this being at most c In n iterations. Then all of the points 
have been co10 d and all lines have discrepancy at most nos4”(c In n) = o(d). 
Considering e entire process all points of 52 have been colored and all lines 
have discrepancy at most K’d + o(n 4) s K”n 4, concluding the proof. El 
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